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We Are the World Sheet Music
Hal Leonard Corporation
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music
features an arrangement for
piano and voice with guitar chord
frames, with the melody
presented in the right hand of the
piano part, as well as in the vocal
line.

including: Another One Bites the Hotel #2 * Everybody
Dust * Any Dream Will Do *
Knows * Famous Blue
Bad Day * Beauty and the Beast * Raincoat * The
Breaking Free * Clocks *
Future * I'm Your
Edelweiss * God Bless the U.S.A. Man * Nevermind *
* Heart and Soul * I Will
Suzanne * Tower of
Remember You * Imagine * Na
Song * Waiting for
Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye
* Satin Doll * United We Stand * the Miracle * You
You Raise Me Up * and more. Want It Darker *

Hallelujah (Sheet
Music) Hal Leonard
Corporation
(P/V/G Composer
Collection). Twenty
songs for piano,
voice and guitar
For Unto Us a Child Is
from the legendary
Born Hal Leonard
Leonard Cohen who
Publishing Corporation
penned "Hallelujah"
For voice and piano, with
and many other
chord symbols and guitar
songs. This
chord diagrams.
collection includes
Shout Hallelujah to the Risen
that song as well
Lamb Hal Leonard
as: Bird on the
(Instrumental Folio).
Instrumentalists will love these Wire (Bird on a
collections of 130 popular solos, Wire) * Chelsea

and more.
Sacred Choral Music in
Print Hal Leonard
Corporation
In a relaxed, bluesswing style, "Amen!
Tell It on the
Mountain!" creatively
combines two familiar
spirituals: "Amen!" and
"Go, Tell It on the
Mountain." There are
many soulful blues
notes in the piano part,
and the accessible and
catchy vocals build to
an exciting finish!
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Big Book of Alto Sax Songs
(Songbook) Chester Music
(Piano Vocal). This sheet
music features an
arrangement for piano and
voice with guitar chord
frames, with the melody
presented in the right hand
of the piano part as well as
in the vocal line.

Secular Choral Music in
Print Hal Leonard
Corporation
This glorious oratorio
by Handel transcribes
very well for double
brass quintet. Brilliant
fanfare figures in the
trumpets and the
powerful choral parts
given to the horns and
trombones make this
piece a newly
discovered brass
master work. The
range and technical
demands are
reasonable for all
players.
Happy, Rise Up & More
Uplifting Songs Hal
Leonard Corporation
(Piano Vocal). This sheet
music features an
arrangement for piano and
voice with guitar chord
frames, with the melody
presented in the right hand
of the piano part as well as
in the vocal line.
The Choral Journal Hal
Leonard Corporation
"Jesus is the song of life,
the song of joy, the song of
love." Mary McDonalds
powerful accompaniment

beautifully complements her
lyrically arranged vocals in
this highly expressive
musical testament to the
power and grace of our
Lord and Savior.

negotiated a racially
fraught, affluent, and
diverse suburban school
district in America, to
illustrate how they have
strategically contested
Vincent (Starry Starry
sanctioned racist
Night) Sheet Music Hal
Leonard Corporation
practices and forged a
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar
path for students to
Songbook). Need to bring achieve a high-quality
more good vibes into
education. Drawing on
your day? This collection rich qualitative data
features 30 feel-good
collected through
favorites from yesterday
interviews and
and today arranged for
interactions with
piano/vocal/guitar,
including: Best Day of My parents and kin,
Life (American Authors) students, community
activists, and educators,
* Cover Me in Sunshine
Family Engagement in
(P!nk & Willow Sage
Black Students’
Hart) * Don't Stop Me
Now (Queen) * Good Day Academic Success
Sunshine (The Beatles) * chronicles how pride in
Good Vibrations (The
Black American family
Beach Boys) * Happy
history and values,
(Pharrell Williams) *
students’ personal
Lovely Day (Bill
capabilities, and their
Withers) * Rise Up
often collective,
(Andra Day) * This Is
proactive challenges to
Me (from The Greatest
Showman ) * Walking on systemic and personal
Sunshine (Katrina & the racism shape students’
academic engagement.
Waves) * What a
Wonderful World (Louis Familial and collective
Armstrong) * and more. cultural wealth of the
WHEN IN OUR MUSIC Black community
emerges as a central
GOD IS GLORIFIED.
driver in students’
Hal Leonard
successful achievement.
Corporation
Finally, the text puts
This timely volume
forward key
presents powerful
recommendations to
stories told by Black
demonstrate how
families and students
who have successfully incorporating the
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knowledge and voices of arrangement for piano the right hand of the
Black families in school and voice with guitar
piano part, as well as in
decision making,
chord frames, with the the vocal line.
remaining critically
melody presented in the Vive L'Amour Hal Leonard
conscious of race and
right hand of the piano (Piano Vocal). This sheet
music features an
racial history in
part, as well as in the
arrangement for piano and
everyday actions and
vocal line.
voice with guitar chord
longer term policy, and Amen! Tell It on the
frames, with the melody
pursuing collective
Mountain! Alfred Music presented in the right hand
strategies for social
Five classic settings of of the piano part as well as
in the vocal line.
justice in education, will love songs for men's
You'll Be in My Heart
help eliminate current voices are joined
(Pop Version) Sheet
opportunity gaps, and
together in this new
Music Lorenz Publishing
will counteract the
collection. May be
Company
master narrative of
performed separately
(Methodology Chorals).
underachievement ever- or as a suite. Titles:
Unchanged, changing or
present in America.
Loch Lomond * Green changed male singers in
This volume will be of Grow the Rashes, O *
middle school and high
interest to students,
Stodole Pumpa * Down school may need a little
scholars, and academics by the Sally Gardens * extra help in "finding"
their singing voices.
with an interest in
Vive l'Amour.
Roger Emerson has
matters of social
151 of the Most
developed a series of
justice, equity, and
Beautiful Songs Ever
warm-ups that uses
equality of opportunity Hal Leonard
excerpts from classic
in education for Black
Corporation
rock and roll tunes that
Americans. In addition, (Piano Vocal). This
will provide the
the text offers key
sheet music features an
motivation and repetition
insights for school
arrangement for piano they need to do just that.
authorities in building
and vocal with guitar
Each song features
effective working
chord frames, with the limited ranges starting
relationships with Black melody presented in
moderately and gradually
American families to
the right hand of the
ascending into the tenor
support the high
piano part as well as in range and descending
through the bass range
achievement of Black
the vocal line.
students in K-12
Hallelujah Hal Leonard as needed. Exercises are
based on the following
education.
Corporation
songs: The Addams
First 50 Songs You
(Piano Vocal). This
Should Play on Harp
sheet music features an Family Theme; Theme
from "Jaws;" Jump, Jive
Alfred Publishing
arrangement for piano
an' Wail; Land of a
Company
and voice with guitar
Thousand Dances;
(Piano Vocal). This
chord frames, with the Mission: Impossible
sheet music features an melody presented in
Theme; Na Na Hey Hey
history.itead.cc by guest
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Kiss Him Goodbye; Shake, (Piano Vocal). This sheet
Rattle and Roll; Smoke on music features an
the Water; We Will Rock arrangement for piano
You. Also available
and voice with guitar
separately: a
chord frames, with the
professionally-produced melody presented in the
CD recording presenting right hand of the piano
each exercise with vocals part, as well as in the
so your guys have a
vocal line.
model to emulate.
Hallelujah Chorus Alfred
Music
(Beginning Piano Solo
Songbook). Piano students
will love these easy
arrangements that will let
them play the themes they
recognize from all of the
Star Wars movies! Ten
songs in all: Across the
Stars * Cantina Band * Duel
of the Fates * The Imperial
March (Darth Vader's
Theme) * Luke and Leia *
May the Force Be with You
* Princess Leia's Theme *
Star Wars (Main Theme) *
The Throne Room * Yoda's
Theme.

You Raise Me Up
(Sheet Music) Hal
Leonard Corporation
A delightful,
deceptively simple
setting in the form of a
lullaby for mixed choir
and accompaniment of
Rudyard Kipling's poem
The White Seal. Easy
part writing throughout.
Commissioned by the
Towne Singers.
Pop Warm-ups & Workouts for Guys Hal
Leonard Publishing
Corporation
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